Modern constitutions with its content of values and legal norms and universal ethics contained therein continuously in uence the paradigm of thought and the system of practice and constitutional democratic political regimes in the world. We may say that nowadays we are in the midst of the current development of new thoughts in the study of constitution and the practice of constitutional judiciary in the world, namely the phenomenon of "universal democratic constitutionalism." Indonesia and all the states are experiencing the development of the same in uence, so that way of wor ing of the Constitutional Court as an institution to safeguard democracy and being the upholder of the constitution shall also catch the moral signs and messages behind that new development with a critical stance, so that each of its decisions can truly produce justice, certainty, and is solvent in nature vis-à-vis the constitutional problems occurring in the public of the respective states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the organized wise conduct of power in the joint livelihood of man ind wheresoever and in whatsoever eld is agreed to be bound and be based on system of norms applying equally for all members/citizens set out in one document or in various forms of documents named as a constitution.
The development of the aforesaid constitution can be seen from (i) the aspect of its subject: the state, the civil society, the market; (ii) from the aspect of its substance: politics, integrating legal norms, social-oriented, economic, cultural, welfare, civic education, social engineering, social emancipating, etc.; 1 and also (iii) from the aspect of its organization: state organization, non-state organization, professional organization, organization of the business realm, public organization, village community organization , etc.
From the aspect of the organization subject as regulated by the constitution it can be in the form of the subject of the state organization as well as nonstate organization which comprises corporations in the business realm or the organizations of public legal entities, li e the foundations, associations, public organizations or civil society organizations, and even political parties. All the aforesaid organizations require a legal document to be their guidance in conducting their wor which is named a constitution. Even among organized civil societies, I advocate to develop a perspective about social constitution which should have been made as one among the new study objects in the studies on constitution nowadays and in the future. welfare. Therefore, we can say that the Indonesian Constitution is not only a political constitution, but it is also an economic constitution.
2 From the aspect of institutional organization which forms and requires a constitutional arrangement as referred to, we may put forward that such could also be developed extensively. Organizations having a constitution would not only be the state organizations, but all forms of public organizations, the business realm, and even in the villages being legal entities can also be institutionalized with the support of a document of a constitution as is practiced in the environment of the customary village government of the Indian tribes in the United States of America. In short, the constitution of nowadays continuous to develop in the various elds of scienti c legal and political studies as well as studies in social sciences generally. In due time all these dynamics of development will also in uence our perspective on the way how the system of the constitutional judiciary wor s in the frame of supporting the development process in the progress of civilization of each nation and the civilization man ind in general.
II. DISCUSSION

Constitutional Values and Norms: Law and Ethics
Among the scholars of law and constitution nowadays, the constitution in general is only understood as a manuscript which contains legal norms of the constitution (legal norms). In the past, we could not have imagined that in the prevailing constitutions there are also non-legal values and norms, but ethical norms. Let alone among the law scholars and studies in the environment faculties or law schools, referred to as constitution is none other than merely a source of constitutional law. Nevertheless, in the development of nowadays, the need to develop e orts towards the system structuring of the ethical infra-structure in the environment of state organs and public o ces as well as professional o ces in all over the world has grown increasingly stronger. Therefore, there appears the need to develop various theoretical studies on "constitutional ethics" besides "constitutional law."
3 By using such a way thought, as of the year 1997 I have also continuously advocated various studies on the system of the infra-structure of ethics in the environment of public o ces in Indonesia. As of the Reformation of 1998, Indonesia has also formed an institution for the upholders of ethics of the judiciary which has been speci cally contained in Article 24B of the Constitution That means, the mechanism for the enforcement of the code of ethics for the representatives of the people sitting in the parliament in Indonesia nowadays has formally been developed as a process of judiciary ethics or honorary court.
In the environment of the other state institutions and also in all the environment of professional organizations, a system of ethical infra-structure has also been developed supported by the institutionalization of a commission of ethics or an honorary council to enforce the applicable code of ethics. Even in the environment of judicial power, a special commission has also been established as separately regulated in the Constitution of 1945, namely the Judicial Commission which has the function of the upholders of the code of ethics for the judges. By the time all these will be arranged completely so that an integrated system of judiciary ethics can be established based on the principles of constitutional ethics.
The Universalization of Constitutional Values
In the midst of globalization and dynamics of relations and interplay of in uence among cultures, inter-economies, and the political systems of modern states, there appears also new terms regarding values deemed good to be developed in the practice of each state. Let alone the modern state of nowadays can no longer elude from the must to be active and even be pro-active in the dynamics of international relations.
In the aforesaid arena of the dynamic global inter-communication, the constitutions of the modern states as a legal document contribute mutually ideas deemed ideal for the development of joint livelihood in all the modern states.
The comparative study of constitutions and constitutionalism has also developed very rapidly producing a comprehension regarding a system of universal values which integrate all the ideal aspirations of being in a state wheresoever man ind dreams about the progress of civilization. After Amos Peaslee published the We may say that nowadays we are in the midst of the current development of new thoughts in the study of constitution and the practice of constitutional judiciary in the world, namely the phenomenon of "universal democratic constitutionalism." Indonesia and all the states are experiencing the development of the same in uence, so that way of wor ing of the Constitutional Court as an institution to safeguard democracy and being the upholder of the constitution shall also catch the moral signs and messages behind that new development with a critical stance, so that each of its decisions can truly produce justice, certainty, and is solvent in nature vis-à-vis the constitutional problems occurring in the public of the respective states. According to Gary Je rey Jacobson, 18 the political leaders and the judges in a state shall try to overcome the disharmony in determining the constitutional identity as a product of the in uence of the dynamics of universal values with typical elements in a culture living in the midst of the people.
The Court and the Enforcement of the Constitution in Practice
The development of the institutionalization of the mechanism of constitutional review in history, starting as of the controversial decision of the Chief Justice 
The Constitutional Court of Indonesia
By its early development, when Indonesia was preparing its independent constitution in 1945, the idea of the establishment of a Constitutional Court had been discussed at the proposal of Prof. Muhammad Yamin. Nevertheless, his idea was still integrated into the function and the authority of the Supreme Court, and this was rejected by Prof. Soepomo as it was deemed not yet the time. 1) The constitutional review of Laws;
2) Dispute of constitutional authority among state institutions;
3) Disputes regarding the result of general elections;
4) The dissolution of political parties; and 5) Impeachment against the president/vice the president. 2) Constitutionally Institutional Disputes Resolution, various con icts of constitutional authority among state institutions shall be settled through a constitutional judiciary. The con ict of authority among state institutions occurred frequently without the existence of a forum which may settle it e ectively and e ciently. To date, disputes of authority which can be turned into a case object as referred to, be limited only for authorities which are explicitly determined by the Constitution. Nevertheless, in the future, the constitutional authority can be extended, not only those explicitly mentioned or determined, but to the extent the institutional authority as referred to is constitutional in nature and gives rise to a dispute with another institution in its implementation as well as with another legal subject or state institution, then such a case may also be deemed as a dispute of constitutional authority of a state institution. The aforesaid second function up to the fth function are related with cases involving 'concrete norms' , whereas the rst function, judicial review, may be related to an 'abstract review' and may also be a 'concrete review', li e for instance it is related with an 'individual complaint against the state' assessed to have violated the human rights of the victim which in Indonesia is conducted through the Court of Human Rights. However, the focus of the Constitutional Court should be better be directed to handle 'abstract cases' only, rather than 'concrete cases' li e cases of Human Rights violations be better ept by the Supreme Court and its ran s for the handling thereof. As such, in the future, the Constitutional Court shall remain focused on e orts to handle cases related to e orts of 'constitutional review' on the 'abstract norms' only.
Nevertheless, to the extent it involves this 'constitutional review on abstract norms', many scopes can be imagined in the frame of strengthening these 36 ompare ith the me ha ism o impeachment o the Preside t o the ited States o Ameri a hi h em ra es the preside tial o er me t system, a d the me ha ism o impeachment as pra ti ed i the e iro me t o states em ra i parliame taria o er me t system or semi preside tial o er me t system.
functions of the constitutional judiciary in the future. The vertical and horizontal hierarchical system of legal norms should be well integrated and be subject to one unity of review system only. What is practiced in Indonesia and also in South Korea is dualistic in nature by di erentiating between review of the constitutionality of the laws and review of the legality of the regulations of the laws beneath the laws can be deemed to not assuring an equitable and e cient legal certainty, as well as it does not assist e orts to develop an integrated legal system under the control of the constitution being the highest law.
In order to overcome various burdens of cases, the wor mechanism of the constitutional judiciary can also be developed variably through two means which should be available simultaneously, namely the review by a superior executive o cer and/or review by the constitutional judiciary through 'review' or 'preview' .
As such, the process and mechanism of the review can be developed through in the era of globalization nowadays, is one which cannot be avoided.
